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ECE UPDATES 
Students in ECE recently 
spent 3 weeks working on 
gymnastics with a focus on 
balancing, rolling, jumping 
and landing. We are now 
moving into introducing tag 
games to Pre-K with a focus 
on spatial awareness 
(starting, stopping and 
change of directions).  

K-2 UPDATES 
Our K-2 students finished 
their unit on gymnastics 
and have started chasing, 
fleeing and dodging 
concepts. This includes 
various tag games to help 
with spatial awareness, safe 
tagging and cardiovascular 
endurance. Our focus for 
tag games this week has 
been speed and agility. 
When children first start 
playing tag they move 
slowly but as they get more 

  

5 tips for Family Fitness 
Fun by NASPE 

• Create scavenger hunt on a 

snowy/rainy day and have a 

race to see who can find 

everything. 

• Have a “Healthy Snack” night, 

where you introduce your kids 

to new fruits and vegetables. 

• Devote a portion of your 

lunchbreak to physical activity 

(i.e. walking) 

• Encourage everyone to “act 

out” a story as you read aloud. 

• Ice skating is a great winter 

workout for the family (DCPS 

students skate for free at Fort 

Dupont Ice Arena) 

 



 

comfortable they begin to 
move faster. Fleeing from 
someone or chasing 
someone is a great way to 
work on speed while having 
fun. 

3-5 UPDATES 
Our 3-5 graders completed 
their “Fitnessgram” 
assessment. This includes a 
variety of health-related 
physical fitness tests 
designed to assess 
cardiovascular fitness, 
muscular strength, 
muscular endurance, 
flexibility and body 
composition. We test the 
students once in the 
beginning of the year and 
again midway through the 
school year. Our students 
to an excellent job working 
hard to improve their 
scores and tend to exceed 
their personal goals set for 
themselves. 

ON THE 
LOOKOUT.. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

BOKS (Build Our Kids’ Success) is a before 
school fitness program open to all Ludlow-
Taylor students every morning from 
8:30am-8:55am. Exercise games are on 
Mondays and Wednesdays, and 
Playground free play is on Tuesdays and 
Thursdays. **Weather permitting 
 
 

  




